4-H Fashion Revue Script Information
Use this form as a guide if you are having trouble writing a script on your own. Please do not forget to either attach a photo of you
in your outfit or e-mail it to awood@ksu.edu. If you are familiar with script writing and comfortable with writing it on your own, you
don’t need to use this form. Simply e-mail your script and photo or bring it in to the extension office. New this year, you can also
submit your script and photo online to the FairEntry system while entering in the event.
Script writing tips: First, always write in the third person. For example, use your full name in the first or second sentence and refer
to yourself thereafter using your first name or he/she. Secondly, if you have constructed your own garment, take a look at the
pattern’s envelope. Some provide a description of the outfit, or you can use this an example for your script. And finally, check out
the pattern or clothing manufacturer’s website. Some provide descriptions of the garment. This is a great start!
Name: _____________________________________________________ 4-H Club: _____________________________
Age as of January 1 : _____________ Grade in school (going into): __________
Check your age division:

___ Cloverbud

____ Junior (7-9)

_____Intermediate (10-13)

_____ Senior (14 & up)

Check the space that best describes your garment:
CONSTRUCTED GARMENT

BUYMANSHIP

___ Single Garment

___ Play or Sport

___ Outfit, 2 or more pieces

___ School/Casual Wear

___ Recycled Clothing Project

___ Western Wear

___ Misc.

___ Dress Outfit
___ Formal Wear
___ Misc.

Please help us by answering these questions:
Tell us in a few words what you like best about this outfit.
__________________________________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________________________________________
If we could only tell the audience one thing about you, what would you like it to be? (Share a hobby, interest, accomplishment or community
service:________________________________________________________________________________________
Use the space below to describe your outfit. Include a description of the fabric content, style details, etc. in 30 words or less. To keep the audience intrigued, please emphasize fashion trends when writing your script, not a detailed description of your outfit. Tips: Tell us color, type of
fabric, details about sleeves, or accessories. Also, tell us where you will wear this entry.
Description to be read at Public Revue: ________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________________________________________
Fabric Content: _____________________________________________________________________________________________
Description of accessories: ____________________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________________________________________
Wear for what occasions: ____________________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________________________________________

